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Superior Temporal Gyrus (STG)

Music perception in the human brain

Peretz & Zatorre, 2005; Limb, 2006; Koelsch, 2011; 
Zatorre & Salimpoor, 2013; Janata, 2015

➢ relative preference for the right hemisphere

➢ + planum temporale, STS, supramarginal gyrus, 
anterior insula, frontal operculum, SMA, dlPFC…

➢ (emotion, social cognition, memory and attention)
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Rationale

How is musical information encoded in the human brain?

Neural dynamics of music perception?
Neural code for music?

➢ feature engineering for reconstructing music and beyond
➢ improve prosody in speech decoding

We know where, we kind of know what, but…

BCI motivations:



Previous reconstruction successes in speech

Pasley et al., 2012

“reconstruction quality at present is not 
clearly intelligible to a human listener” Anumanchipalli et al., 2019

➢ to what extent can we reconstruct music itself? 
(its acoustics in a regression-based approach)
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➢ stereotactical EEG (SEEG) or 
electrocorticography (ECoG)

➢ high signal-to-noise ratio, 
enabling single-trial analyses

➢ access to High-Frequency Activity 
(HFA; index of local neural activity, 
related to BOLD signal in fMRI)

Lachaux et al., 2003; Conner et al., 2011
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Dataset & protocol

➢ 29 patients
➢ dense frontotemporal coverage
➢ 1,479 left – 900 right

patient index1 29

(MNI template)

➢ 2,379 clean ECoG electrodes
➢ mean 82 (min–max 36–239)
➢ 424 in STG, 389 SMC, 229 in IFG

➢ passive listening to a song
➢ Another Brick in the Wall, Part 

1, by Pink Floyd (190.72s)



Predictive modeling



Location of song-responsive electrodes

➢ 347 significant electrodes
➢ crucial role of STG in encoding the song’s acoustics
➢ involvement of SMC and IFG
➢ right hemispheric preference

(MNI template)
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Reconstruction of the song spectrogram

𝒙𝒋 = 𝒀𝒘 + 𝜺

target stimulus
(wav -> spectrogram -> wav)

~envelope-modulated white noise
smoothed temporal modulations
constant harmony, but harmony!

way more spectrotemporal details
intelligible speech!
more harmony
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Reconstruction of the song spectrogram

single patient feasibility

➢ first reconstruction of a song!!
➢ first successful reconstruction based on spectrotemporal decoding
➢ limitations of linear models extended to music decoding
➢ some musical elements still missing (rhythm guitar, bass)
➢ information loss (too transformed) or requires more data?
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Identification of reconstructed song spectrogram excerpts

➢ decoded song excerpts are identifiable 
well above chance level

➢ linear model sufficient for 
classification-like approach



(STRFs from P29)

Rich spectrotemporal tuning patterns



(STRFs from P29)

noisysignificant reference

Rich spectrotemporal tuning patterns



(STRFs from P29)

Rich spectrotemporal tuning patterns



Component analysis

Hullett et al., 2016 Hamilton et al., 2018

➢ 3 ICA components representing >5% variance
➢ rhythmic component through temporal modulations
➢ onset in posterior/mid STG
➢ sustained in mid/anterior STG, SMC and IFG
➢ late onset in STG around onset, SMC and IFG
➢ rhythmic in mid STG

➢ represented in overlapping cortical regions
➢ extends further STG parcellation in speech perception



Tuning to musical elements

➢ onset component tuned to all musical elements

➢ sustained component tuned to vocals only

➢ late onset component tuned to all musical elements

Norman-Haignere 
et al., 2022



Summary

➢ We located cortical areas encoding musical information, and characterized 
right-hemisphere preference and crucial role of STG in music perception

➢ We reconstructed the first intelligible song from direct brain recordings, 
providing insights into musical information represented across electrodes

➢ We identified 4 overlapping STG subregions tuned to different musical 
elements, further extending results on speech perception



➢ other representations 
of the song ➢ other neural activity 

estimates

Next steps

➢ record datasets with A1 (-> linear successful?)
➢ gather musical/linguistic expertise information
➢ extend to music imagery
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